1. **The Emma Watson Question**: Emma is walking along the beach when she notices something sticking out of the sand. As she investigates, she is delighted to discover that it’s a buried treasure! She opens up the chest to find one million dollars in gold. There’s also a note that reads, “Dear Christopher: Enclosed is my life savings. I hope it is enough to help treat your disease. Love, Grandpa”. How would Emma’s id, ego, and superego respond in this situation?

2. What is the correct order of Freud’s Psychosexual Stages of Development? Do you think this theory is valid? Explain your answer.

3. Brad was dating Jennifer for over a decade. One day, a beautiful girl named Angelina shows up and Brad begins dating her instead. Jennifer is devastated. Pick three (3) defense mechanisms of your choice to demonstrate how Jennifer might cope with the situation.

4. The Neo-Freudian’s disagreed with some of Sigmund’s theories regarding personality development. Which Neo-Freudian (and their theory) do you believe makes the best rebuttal against Freud’s theory?
5. Abraham Maslow believes that we develop our personality as we work towards self-actualization in the Hierarchy of Needs. Presently in your life, where do you feel you rank on the Hierarchy? Give an example to show which stages you are or aren’t meeting.

6. The idea of reciprocal determinism states that how we interact with the environment shapes who we are and vice versa. Give one example of how you have shaped your environment and one example of how your environment has shaped you within the past year.

7. Do you have an internal locus of control or an external locus of control? What makes you believe this?

8. Of the six main personality theories (psychoanalytic, psychodynamic, birth order, humanistic, social-cognitive, trait), which do you think best describes personality and why?